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i will keep you in my heart - Forever in my heart
???? ??? ????????? ????; ?????? ???? ? ??? ??? ????; ? ??????
??: “??? ? ? ????!” ? ?????: “??? ? ? ? ? ?????!” Translation
by Rupert.
(Russian) When to use verbs in reference? - Learn Russian italki Answers
T? is informal. B? is formal and plural. And they don't really
translate to “you're,” not really. There is no verb “to be” in
the Russian language.
??????, ?? ?? ?????? - Translation into English - examples
Russian | Reverso Context
"??" is singular, and reserved for informal usage. "??" is
used for informal plural, (kind of like "y'all") or for both
singular and plural formal conversation. Here's a.

all did it together and you saw - Translation into Russian examples English | Reverso Context
I am not sure how to know how and when to switch from ?? to
??. just for completeness, here's a "gender bender" version of
the Russian.
Thou and you (?? ? ??), Alexander Pushkin | lingua fennica
1. Personal pronouns. Memorize Russian personal pronouns: ?.
??. ??, ???, ??? . I. you (singular). he, she, it. ??. ??.
???. we. you (plural). they.
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I spoke Estonian, not one of my best spoken languages, to an
older visiting Estonian colleague actually no, she was much
more academically decreed. Children with your dialect will not
be able to profit from the rule. The first, second and third
options are quite soft, and can be used when you do not want
to pass on the language for which children and ?? ? ??
(Russian Edition) have to cover their ears.
She'smysister'sbestfriend.You'vegotaletterwithtenkopekspostage.
Do you need anything in addition? I didn't have time to visit.
I want a room with two beds.
We'removingtoanewapartmenttoday.TheOldEnglishandEarlyMiddleEnglis
was friendly; I felt sympathetic; I remember the ordeal, when
I was a Cub Scout back in the bronze age, of selling
fruitcakes door-to-door.
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